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immerse their energies into whether it is reading Harry Potter, playing a video game 
like Minecraft, or developing a skill like playing the piano. It isn’t a “nice to have” to 
channel their energy but again a necessity for their physical, emotional and mental 
health.  
 Young indigos that don’t have daily outlets for their intensity either act out 
or internalize their energy and become down-in-the-dumps. So it’s a good thing to 
connect your indigo children with projects, sports or things they love as a means to 
release pent-up energy and also build their confidence in themselves.  

 Mentors – Indigo children are highly sensitive, perceptive, intense and oftentimes 
gifted in one particular area. They are not necessarily gifted in the area of how to 
balance their intuition with reason or life management skills therefore these sensitive 
kids benefit greatly from getting an Indigo Mentor. A person with the same 
sensitivities that has learned how to be themselves (i.e. share their unique gifts per 
their patterning) and thrive in today’s world. For example, Michael Phelps noted that 
he received pivotal coaching from his swimming instructor that helped him gain 
skills in and outside of the pool.  
 Indigo Mentors are not a child’s parents although they can play a similar role. 
A mentor is someone whether they are a teacher, coach, therapist or friend that has 
learned how to manage their sensitivities as an asset and is willing to teach your kids 
how to do the same. For instance, I consider my role in teaching energy healing and 
also counseling kids a mentorship type role. 

Our indigo children’s intelligence, intensity and mindset need guidance from older indigos 
so they can succeed in this very lifetime. Some of the quick things to be sure your highly 
sensitive children also have are daily outlets for their creativity, adults around them to 
validate their feelings and also work with them to make smart choices. Of course, there is 
more but this is a solid start to moving in the direction of more harmony and ease at home 
today.  

___________ 

MAUREEN DAWN HEALY is an energy healer, speaker and counselor working directly with 
adults and children globally. Her last book, Growing Happy Kids, was considered to be a 
“parenting manual” by Publisher’s Weekly and her new book, The Energetic Keys to Indigo 
Kids, guides adults to have more success with our sensitive yet stubborn indigo kids. To learn 
more about Maureen’s work and schedule go to: www.growinghappykids.com or @mdhealy  
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